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Insider: Not spent for nothing

  OCTOBER 03,  2017

Without grain there is no beer. Without spent grains there would be no Brewer’s Crackers.
These are the delightfully crisp and tasty crackers that Kyle Fiasconaro makes using spent
grain, a byproduct from the beer brewing process. From his native Long Island to
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Brooklyn to Boston, Fiasconaro tested spent
grains in bread, granola, and crackers. For the
former chef and forager, the crackers were a
winner. In March, he started selling four
varieties — Original, Sesame Sea Salt, Honey
Graham, and Spicy Peppercorn (5 ounces for
$4.95; $5.95 for the Honey Graham) — which he
bakes at Cutty’s, the popular Brookline sandwich
shop.
Cambridge’s Lamplighter Brewing Co. provides
the spent barley and wheat. Cracker enthusiasts
will undoubtedly agree that the chef’s five years of experimenting were well spent.
Available at Cutty’s,

284 Washington St., Brookline, 617-505-1844;

www.brewerscrackers.com LISA ZWIRN

Spokesman: Tom Petty, subject of earlier, conflicting reports on his death,Spokesman: Tom Petty, subject of earlier, conflicting reports on his death,
has diedhas died

MORE...

Mr. Petty burst onto the scene in 1970s as one of the most original, searching voices in
rock and remained a major hitmaker for decades.
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Here’s what Tom Brady eats on an ‘average day’Here’s what Tom Brady eats on an ‘average day’

With jobs, diversity, and renovations galore, Manchester, N.H., should notWith jobs, diversity, and renovations galore, Manchester, N.H., should not
be ignoredbe ignored

The difference between doctors and nursesThe difference between doctors and nurses

MORE...

The Coolidge Corner native doesn’t hold back behind the stove — or in
conversation.

MORE...The actress says it was liberating to come out as bisexual.

MORE...

Sunday mornings at Redd’s in Rozzie fly under the radar. Why are you missing out on
house-made doughnuts, breakfast empanadas, and fried chicken with waffles and chile

maple syrup?

MORE...

Some educators maintain that smartphones in schools are crucial to being competitive in
a global market, while others insist they distract students. 

MORE...

As he as done in the past, Brady advocates eating “real foods” and achieving balance —
almost to an extreme.

MORE...

Infused with company start-ups, high-tech firms, and mega renovation dollars, this
multiethnic city is buzzing with new energy.
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Instant gratification is making us perpetually impatientInstant gratification is making us perpetually impatient

He gave her best friend a virtual kissHe gave her best friend a virtual kiss
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movement’movement’

It’s like Sofra and Sweetgreen had a babyIt’s like Sofra and Sweetgreen had a baby

Was that Lindsey Vonn doing sit-ups in the Seaport?Was that Lindsey Vonn doing sit-ups in the Seaport?

Recipe: Add some heat to ranch dressing for this beet saladRecipe: Add some heat to ranch dressing for this beet salad

MORE...Fifty years ago this question would have been easy to answer.

MORE...

We’ve come to expect things so quickly in every corner of our lives that
experts caution it’s making us less patient. 

MORE...Since then, I feel like I can’t trust him as much.

MORE...

In the inflamed local real estate market, $1 million no longer guarantees parking,
outdoor space, or even a second bedroom.

MORE...

Louisa Kasdon and Ilene Bezahler, powerhouses in the Boston food community, have
joined forces to create The Food Voice. 

MORE...

At Anoush’ella in the South End, restaurateur Nina Festekjian draws on her Armenian
and Lebanese heritage, serving grain bowls, flatbread roll-ups, and more.

MORE...The champion skier is in town for the Forbes Under 30 Summit.
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Steven Tyler suffered a seizure in BrazilSteven Tyler suffered a seizure in Brazil

Today’s families are prisoners of their own clutterToday’s families are prisoners of their own clutter

Six Boston-area rooftops to enjoy a drink (or a meal)Six Boston-area rooftops to enjoy a drink (or a meal)

On a quest for measuring cup accuracyOn a quest for measuring cup accuracy

MORE...

In this mash-up recipe, a spicy Korean chile paste is mixed with homemade ranch
dressing to go with beet salad.

MORE...The Aerosmith singer is getting treatment in the States.

MORE...

Anthropologists observing modern American families discovered they are overwhelmed
by stuff, rarely eat together, and are generally stressed out about it all. 

MORE...Get outside while the weather is still warm at one of Boston’s stellar rooftop bars. 

MORE...

Named after the founding father of geometry, Euclid has a mathematically optimal shape
with one flat side connecting to a tapered curve that preserves a constant ratio of surface

area to volume at every measurement line — the equation for its mathematical essence is right on the
side.
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Vegas gunman transferred $100,000, set up cameras at hotel room
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'We were all quite nude.' MIT professor woken at 5:15 a.m. by Nobel call
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